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turn on Javascript in your browser. Transparts Warehouse is a premier online transmission
supply shop that offers wholesale transmission parts for standard and automatic
transmissions, transfer case parts, and transmission coolers to shops and consumers alike. We
offer only the highest quality standard and automatic transmissions, parts, and accessories.
Whether you are trying to rebuild a standard or automatic transmission yourself or run a
transmission repair shop, Transparts Warehouse carries the parts you need to get the job done
on time and on budget. With many years of experience running and operating our own small
transmission shop, we know how important it is to get your hands on affordably priced
wholesale transmission parts in a hurry. Sign In Create an Account. All Categories. My Wishlist.
Top Featured Collections Shop by Categories. View More. Transfer Cases. Wholesale
Transmission Parts Transparts Warehouse is a premier online transmission supply shop that
offers wholesale transmission parts for standard and automatic transmissions, transfer case
parts, and transmission coolers to shops and consumers alike. Make Transparts Warehouse
your online transmission supply shop today. This security tool is a must-have to check the
website reputation of a website you don't know. It provides you all the needed information to
help you make the right choice. Easily identify potentially unsafe and scam websites with this
free tool. Don't know if a website is legit? No problem, use this free service to find the online
reputation, blacklist status, HTTPS connection details, website popularity Alexa rank , and users
comments and reviews of a website, all in one place! This site is useful for experienced users
but also for beginner users that want to find out if a website is legit or scam. We give you all the
information you need to choice if trust or not a website, so you can spend your money on the
right site. Toggle navigation. Is That Website Legit? Best security tool to check if a website is
legit or potentially scam. Site Reputation This security tool is a must-have to check the website
reputation of a website you don't know. All in One Place Don't know if a website is legit? Built
For Anyone This site is useful for experienced users but also for beginner users that want to
find out if a website is legit or scam. View Example Reports Below you can find a list of most
checked websites with our tool:. New Posts. Your donations help keep this valuable resource
free and growing. Thank you. Members Profile. Post Reply. Well, I finally found a tranny shop
around Orlando I feel comfortable with, so today I sent it off to them to fix. All of those Ford
designs were licensed from BW and use most of the same rotating parts, but the case and VB is
slightly different and don't interchange. Clutches and bands do. Rebuild kits usually cover the
early Ford and BW trannys -- just a double or triple set of gaskets for the oil pan and VB. Hard
parts are hard to find pardon the pun! If those are needed you'll most likely be looking for a
parts trans Our AMC parts vendors should be your first go-to place for something like this! I've
used. Who appear to be the same as. I bought the kit without the steels, only to find mine were
cooked and I had to replace them anyway:. Kit has a seals to cover a range of different
transmissions from BW8 through to BW12, you will find the output shaft seal for the BW12 is to
big for the BW Last time I ordered, the also contacted me to advise that they can supply the
correct frictions for the AMC transmission, which are thicker than the Ford ones. I've finally
given up drinking for good You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics
in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this
forum You cannot create polls in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. This page
was generated in 0. For new members. In The Beginning Forum Permissions You cannot post
new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts
in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You
cannot vote in polls in this forum. Professional quality automatic transmission manual
transmission transfer case differential parts. There isnt another transmission that has had the
same design in production for 50 years doctor steves transmission clinic 4l80e specifications
the 4l80e has a max torque rating of lb ft. Gm 4l60e valve body information. Will fit years from It
provides park reverse neutral and four forward speeds with 4th gear being overdrive. The thm
4l80 e is a fully automatic rear wheel drive transmission. Gm 4l80e transmission diagram.
Tempered steel for longer life. We stock thousands of gm transmission parts to ensure we can
get the part you need for you rebuild delivered to your garage in days quickly at the lowest cost
online. Monster transmission provides transmission parts for all transmission year make and
models. Gm 4l80e automatic transmission illustrated parts drawing general motors automatic
transmission illustrated parts drawing. Of torque giving it a max load capacity of pounds. Type
in a 3 digit from diagram. Automatic transmission parts transmission parts selection. A brand
new 4l80 4l80e 4l85e planet. Transmission breakdown image transmission diagram automatic
transmission parts transpartsonline Having problems with your 4l80e gm automatic
transmission that is used in heavy duty chevrolet and gmc pickups vans and motor homes.
Identify your transmission transmission lookup transmission specs gm transmission lookup r4

diagram 4l60e diagram th diagram 4l80e diagram e4od diagram. What others are saying auto
repair tips from the experts of the road. The shift pattern is controlled electronically with two
solenoids that recieve a ground signal from the powertrain control module pcm. Automatic
Transmission exploded views Page 2 Chevy. Trans Parts Online Transmission Parts. General
Motors - Ganzeboom. Diagram: 4l60e Transmission Diagram Auto trans chart. I am rebuilding a
4x4 4L80E, I did all the clutches. Whatever It Takes Transmission Parts. The manual valve in
4L80E transmissions can break or wear. My c 4L80E has 12 wires going to transmission. I need
the transmission overhaul manual for a 4l80e chevy. Building a 4L80E to handle more torque
and power! Posting Komentar. Bagikan Artikel ini. Belum ada Komentar untuk "32 4l80e
Transmission Parts Diagram". Langganan: Posting Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy
Disclaimer. Designed by machinists for machinists, we manufacture the highest-quality
workholding solutions for 3, 4, and 5 axis machines. Our product line includes quick-change
systems, vises, fixtures and cutters. They easily bend due to misalignment between shafts,
generating reduce bearings loads, while remaining rigid under torsional loads. We are always
focus on product innovation development and design. Since possessing critical technology of
industries, global market share of ABBA increases year by year. Both technology and quality
are always at the forefront of the industry. With 22 years of experience in providing industrial
automation services, Acel has established itself as a serious and cutting-edge company that
thinks of the customer as a partner. At Actiu, we are office furniture manufacturers, specialized
in designing workspaces for the well-being of people. The quality of our products, the
experience and highly motivated team of employers and collaborators is our guaranty.
Customer satisfaction is our mission. Quality products, delivery on time, to be available to our
customer request has always done the difference and always reward. We design and
manufacture high accuracy Laser Micrometers and Laser Gauges for non-contact diameter
measurement and control. Suitable for on-line or off-line application, to check a number of
different products, to improve process efficiency by reducing scrap and manpower, to assure
dimensional consistency and product quality. For more than half a century, we have been
designing and building high-tech magnet components and industrial magnet systems. We
supply these systems worldwide to the automotive, food, recycling, metal, pharmaceutical,
offshore, chemical and aerospace industry. Founded in , Air Torque Spa became in few years
one of the worldwide leading manufacturer of rack and pinion pneumatic actuators in
aluminium. Placed in the Northern Italy, 60Km far from Milan, in less than 20 years the Air
Torque brand clearly identifies the pneumatic actuators, becoming synonym of quality, design
and reliability. Designer and manufacturer of climate processing units for industrial, large
commercial, municipal service, health care facilities and office buildings. AIRCALO is designer
and manufacturer of climate processing units for industrial, large commercial, municipal
service, health care facilities and office buildings. For over 60 years the AirLoc name has stood
for high-quality products in the areas of vibration engineering, impact sound insulation and
machine setup technology. A big production depth in our own fabrication ensures a safe,
efficient product with a fair price-performance ratio. Airwork,an Italian manufacturing company
specialized in the designing, manufacturing and selling of standard and customized solutions in
the pneumatic automation industrial field. AirWork is part of a big and consolidated Group, with
UNI EN ISO and certifications, who is operating from 25 years in many industrial fields and
boasts a modern and proven designing system, an always up-to-date and powerful machinery,
dedicated lines for products assembling and testing thanks to the highest standard of detection
and quality control. At Alanco Alamatic we manufacture our own industrial disc brakes
industrial disk brakes , industrial brake discs, safety chucks and tension control equipment. Our
diverse range of products are used for converting applications, where the manufactured item is
in reel form. Typical products, in reel form, include paper, plastics, plastic film, aluminium foil,
textiles, cables and steel. Our industrial disc brakes industrial disk brakes can also be used in a
wide range of linear applications such as test rigs, conveyors, bridges and tension control
systems, in addition to general stopping, or holding duties - for industrial machinery. Sanitary
equipment Alca plast - WC modules, Outdoor drains, wastes and traps, floor drainsi, universal
rain drums, WC seats, Inlet fill valves and flush valves. Manufacturer of safety fastening
systems for the aeronautics and space industries. Alfa Electric is an Italian B2B manufacturer
specialising in manufacturing accessories for electric enclosures, in particular thermal
managment products. Lubrication equipment, Pneumatic distribution, Electric distribution,
Garage equipment. Since we are known as manufacturers and from 90's of last centure started
manufaturing "Conveyor Parts and modular belts". We are full of efforts and wishes to meet
your needs combining high quality of our products. Allied Electronics is a high service level
authorized distributor of industrial automation products, electronic components, and

electromechanical products with sales offices serving the Americas. Alps Electric takes pride in
its technology while dedicated to creating comfortable lifestyles for consumers through
perfecting the art of electronics. The company was established in and at its establishment the
company derived benefit from longtime experience of the owners in the fields of development,
production and quality control of air conditioning. Enclosure producer and manufacturer of
mechanical elements for electronics. Conveyors, modular workbenches, fences, covers, hobby
products, specialised wholesale of aluminium profiles and accessories, inquiry e-shop and
sales offices in 8 other European countries. Send us a non-binding inquiry, give us a call or visit
us personally. With several decades of experience, we have the ability to identify the best
possible solution for your application. Cost-conscious, precise manufacturing and prompt,
reliable delivery are our hallmarks. To handle every order to your absolute satisfaction, we have
the latest generation of CNC machinery and our own surface finishing anodising equipment,
supported by an efficient organisation and IT. The original inventor and pioneer of the Ball
Transfer Unit as a reliable material handling solution, ALWAYSE currently employs around 50
people including two full-time apprentices at its purpose-built research, design and
manufacturing facility based in Birmingham, in the heart of the UK. Amphenol LTD has been at
the forefront of using the latest technology for over 50 years to meet the needs of interconnect
in a variety of applications. Professional production of sliding type self-lubricating bearing
enterprises. Company product complete covered with self-lubricating properties of various
materials,various types of sleeve bearing, sliding plate, gasket and shaft series. The key
products has been the supports for the pipelines which have been installed all over the world by
the reputable international company. We are a leading developer, manufacturer and global
supplier of sophisticated components and engineering solutions based on high-performance
polymeric materials and metal for OEM customers in a variety of industries. ANR manufactures
hydraulic cylinders, special components for hydraulic cylinder, transmission and engine
transmission elements, aircraft special spare parts, components for garbage trucks and
sweepers. Our products include linear motion, rotary transmission, connection, positioning,
driving, sliding, pneumatic hydraulic, ground components, profiles, adjusting parts, external
parts, standard parts and so on. In the automotive, machine tools, electronics, semiconductor,
medical, logistics and other industries have accumulated a large number of knowhow and
high-quality customers. It can not only provide customers with a comprehensive selection of
products, but also provide customers with stable quality, short delivery time and system
services, which greatly reduces the purchase cost of customers. At the same time, all over the
country's 29 cities of local outlets can also provide customers with comprehensive services and
continuous protection. At present, we have obtained the certificate of Tianjin hi tech enterprise.
The long-term vision is to make made in China famous all over the world. The mission of the
company is to provide customers with one-stop service and help partners develop rapidly.
Anval is a designer, manufacturer and supplier of feeders and airlocks for powder and bulk
materials handling applications across industries. Having established reputation in the robot
industry, APEX took step into the technology of high-precision planetary gearboxes for
servomotors which meets the advancement of the industry. Nowadays, we have more than
product references, which pretend to be a whole range of solutions in the vast industrial
vacuum applications. According to this, AR has grown to currently become national leader
company in industrial vacuum components manufacturing. Unusually for a worldwide company,
ARCOL places great emphasis on ensuring that its manufacturing, production, sales and
purchasing functions operate in one place. This has produced a dynamic hub that meets the
needs of every customer and every partner with ease, regardless of location or requirements.
We established our company in as a manufacturer of ball bearings. Since then, as the pioneer,
we have contributed to standardization of ball bearing units insert bearing units themselves
including the quality standard. High-end linear motor, voice coil motor, DD motor, and their high
performance motor drive, high-end optical encoder, high performance motion controller,
multi-axes joint control system, high-end vision system, as well as single axis linear motor
stage, linear motor XY cross stage and linear motor gantry stage, etc. Supplier for standard- and
customer tailored connectors, cable harnesses, heat sinks and assemblies. Associated Spring
Raymond has been a world leader in the design, manufacture, and sale of highly engineered
products including springs, precision metal components, assemblies, and custom hardware
solutions. Asyril SA, experts in flexible feeding systems. Asyril develops, produces and markets
high performance flexible feeding systems for parts and components from 0. Our unique
patented 3-axis vibration technology and intelligent vision system are easy to integrate and
allow for optimized speed, accuracy and flexibility. Asyril's key competencies and extensive
know-how encompass all three sub-domains of modern part feeding systems: vibration
technology, industrial vision and precision robotics. The Company specialised for production of

small electric motors and fans from the beginning of its existence. The Company developped
and prospered successfully. Established since in the Swiss Jurassic Arc, the cradle of
watchmaking and microtechnology, Atec-Cyl SA is specialized in hydro-pneumatic solutions
and products as well as mechanical subcontracting. We internally develop all of our expertise in
electrohydraulics, foundry, fluidics, mechanics and electronics. For over 40 years, ATP has
been committed, in all production sectors, to researching customised solutions for sealing
systems and plastic and rubber processing. Our mission is to work alongside the customer as a
strategic and technologic supplier. Autogrip machinery was established in in Taiwan. Our
product lines focus on the power chucks, rotary cylinders and automatic clamping series. We
provide the optimized solutions and services for our customers worldwide. With integrity and
commitment, we provide the most professional products and services for the customers.
Arecont Vision Costar, LLC is a US-based company founded in to offer complete video
surveillance solutions to customers around the world. Baoding Xiangyang is a subsidiary of
Aviation Industry Corporation of China AVIC , founded in ,the state-owned large-scale level 2
enterprise, high-tech enterprise, the largest domestic manufacturer of precision modular
fixturing systems. AZOLGAS is an international industrial group dedicated to the design,
development, manufacture and marketing nitrogen gas springs for metal stamping components.
Custom manufacturer of switches, industrial pilot devices, boxes, safety modules, pushbuttons
and enclosures. Mechanical actuators, adapters, bezels, blocks, bulbs, caps, clips, connectors,
hour meter counters, terminal block covers, switch disconnects, square frames, cable glands,
guards, safety handles, operator and mushroom heads, light indicators, pilot lights, joysticks,
replacement keys, engraved duty labels, nuts, plates, plugs, relays, rings, sensors, screwdrivers
and terminals are also available. Various applications include military, aeronautical, space
exploration and medical research equipment. Baitong precision Mould manufacturing Co. Our
products are compatible with international standard pieces. Our advantage products Plastic
mold components,2. Injection mould components,3. Special mold part,4. Mold tools. An
exclusive feature of the Company is the presentation of different products to consumers,
ensuring the top quality and reliability. This is achieved by going deep into each area and by
cooperating with reliable partners in Lithuania and abroad. BAMAR trademark is one of the
founding actors in the modern nautical world. It has been present on the market for over 40
years. Its aim is to innovate in the relationship between man, sea and sailing, thanks to the
introduction of technologically advanced accessories that may partially automate sailing
operations. Bavaria Fluid Systems GmbH develops and manufactures customer-specific valve
and pump solutions based on existing valves and pumps for the high-tech industry. BEKA
associates Ltd. Belden produces and sells a comprehensive portfolio of cable, connectivity and
networking products. The worldwide leader for actuator and valve technology in heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems. The Italian leading manufacturer of variable
displacement vane pumps up to bar, since Our products protect people from potential harm in a
number of applications where humans interact with machines. Our comprehensive product
range has been developed to meet the highest safety standards â€” you can rely on Bernstein
to detect danger, protect people and solve safety issues. High quality production of cable
glands, pressure balance elements, connectors, gas springs for the automotive and furniture
industries. Manufacturer of standard and custom centrifugal clutches made from cast iron,
ductile iron, gray iron and steel. Clutches can be plated or painted. Various coupling, flywheel,
universal shaft and pulley combinations provided. Offered in prototype and small to large
production runs. Other services include inspection, assembly, painting, repair and
maintenance. Suitable for pumps, mortar mixers, augers, power trowels, compressors, saws
and kilns. Serves the commercial, agricultural, pulp and paper, military, chemical, mining,
construction and rental industries. Couplings, mounts and pulleys also available. Manufacturer
of mesh wall systems for machine builders, warehouse designers and building contractors. As
a global partner, Bosch Rexroth supports mechanical and plant engineering efforts around the
world with its cutting-edge technology and unique industry knowledge. More than 29,
associates across the globe are developing tailored, safe and resource-friendly solutions.
Continuous development and integration of new ideas and pragmatically values have made the
Boschert company the world-wide patentee of the folding joint. The company has also set new
standards in the field of safety chuck techniques. Underground briners, bulk bag loaded briners
and manually loaded briners also offered. Innovative Brush Technology. We specialise in the
consultancy, design and manufacturing of brushes for cleaning equipment manufacturers. BSQ
Co. Based on the abrasive production technology, application technology and super precision
machining technology of Linear Motion Guide, which is the cornerstone of this field, we are
accelerating the development of new technology, producing various kinds of linear motion
guide devices and possessing specialized technology. Bumper Specialties, Inc. Innovative

infrared temperature sensors. Instrumentation and power converters. We are now a major
supplier of valves for the gas, petrochemical and general industries. Caman has one of
Australia's most complete range of valving products. No matter what the application, we have
the solution. Our valve sales team are among the most experienced in the country. Cambion
Electronics Limited have a long and established pedigree as manufacturers of high
performance electro-mechanical and inductive components serving the Military, Aerospace,
Petrochemical, Instrumentation, Transport and Industrial Markets. With a unique ability to
connect and enclose, CamdenBoss offers e-mech component ranges that complement their
innovative and diverse enclosure ranges. Camlok is the established industry brand for plate
clamps and other items of lifting equipment. In fabrication plants, factories, warehouses, ports
and docks, on construction sites, railheads and repair and service facilities around the world,
the Camlok plate clamp and related products are the number one choice. The Company's line of
business includes manufacturing steel attachments, slings, and lifting accessories. CBT
Precision Co. CDC Pneumatics is a manufacture specialized in Pneumatic fittings, accessaries
and tubings since The continuous development and improvement will make the top quality level
of products with creative thinking, technological innovation and continuous challenges. Electric
or mechanical cylinders. Slewing rings. Bellows and protective reels. Changsha Langle
Technology Co. Suzhou Chengzhi Precision Machinery Co. It has high-end technical personnel
and high-quality work team, it can timely provide customers with perfect product development
and after-sales service. Solutions in the sun protection area. Electric drives, Mechanical drives
and System components for awnings, rolling shutters and venetian blinds. Chiavette Unificate
SpA manufactures mechanical components, which are necessary for the motion of different
systems and machineries. CIRCUTOR has over 40 years' experience and 6 production centres
in Spain and the Czech Republic, working on the design and manufacture of units for improving
energy efficiency: electrical energy and power quality measurement and control units, industrial
electrical protection, reactive energy compensation and harmonic filtering, smart electric
vehicle charging and, during the past few years: Renewable Energies. CKT is a professional
pneumatic manufacturer. We adopt advanced manufacturing technique and scientific
management method, our experienced and professional technicians is delicated to supplying
you with innovative products, we welcome all customized requiement. Including handle toggle
clamps,C clamps, F clamps, pneumatic swing clamp cylinders, hydraulic swing clamp cylinders,
air cylinders, precision locknuts, spindles. CMP Products designs and manufactures cable
glands, cleats and associated products for installation in marine, industrial and explosive
environments. It is more than forty years now that our Group excels in engineering,
manufacturing and in the worldwide distribution of centrifugal fans, which are acknowledged
around the world for their quality and performance. Apparecchi elettromeccanici destinati al
comando ed al controllo di macchine ed impianti. Torque limiters, pneumatic clutches,
couplings, adjustable pulleys, motor-slide bases and components for the assembling of
automatic machines. CONEC Elektronische Bauelemente GmbH is an efficient manufacturer of
high-quality connectors for many different applications in industrial electronics,
telecommunications, automation, machine manufacturing, energy, agricultural and construction
machines, aerospace, medical technology and transportation. Based in Biel in Switzerland,
Contelec specializes in the development and production of high-quality sensors for angle and
path measurement. Part of the German Siedle Group, the company supplies the world market
with premium-quality, unparalleled and innovative solutions. Chieftek Precision Co. These
found major use in precision measurement and inspection, semiconductor and other related
electronic industries. CPM designs and manufactures customized roller, ball, needle-roller,
tapered roller, crossed roller bearings, slewing rings and precision rings in mid and high series.
The dimensional range goes from 10 mm bore to mm external diameter. We are producing
transmitters, gauges and modules for electrical pressure measurement. Our devices are able
measure pressure in nominal range from tens Pa to tens MPa, i. Some products are available in
Ex implementation - Intrinsic Safety, applicable into the area with explosion hazards.
Manufacturer of hydraulic components including cylinders, valves, gear pumps, motors,
accumulators, filters, valves and fittings. Suitable for agricultural, construction, material
handling, marine, mining, forestry and industrial applications. Made in the USA. CSF Inox SpA
produces over different kinds of pumps for the food, pharmaceutical and beverage industries.
Modular Assembly Technology Co. Based on the Aluminum Profiles and Accessories, we also
provide conveyors, workstations, machine guards, stairs and platforms. Recently we have also
developed the Tubular Framing System which is an essential tool of logistics integration. With
those standard products, MAT enables a simples, quick assembly and guarantees highest
stability. Datalogic is a global technology leader in the automatic data capture and factory
automation markets, specialized in the designing and production of bar code readers, mobile

computers, sensors for detection, measurement and safety, vision and laser marking systems.
Suzhou Datian Precision Transmission Co. Its products cover various industries, such as
intelligent furniture, automobile manufacturing industry, automation equipment and other
business fields. French leading company of handing rollers for both bulk handling and unit load
handling. Advanced equipments, continuously developing technologies, high-quality materials
and strict testing guarantee our products quality. Our professional service team is committed to
provide you with high-quality products and services. Manufacturer of polyamide cable carriers,
metal and plastic cable carriers, metallic cable carriers. Delixi Electric is the biggest joint
venture in China Low Voltage industry. DELTA provides a wide range of high performance
sensors and measuring systems for continuous casters, hot rolling mills, processing lines and
other extreme condition applications. Delta was founded in and has been the global leader in
switching power supply solutions since and DC brushless fans since Products include: DC and
BLDC motors, disc magnet stepper motors, hybrid or tin can stepper motors, linear actuators,
spur gear, planetary and customized gearboxes, encoders and intelligent drives for DC, BLDC
or stepper motors. The Desp group is a famous industrial mobile power supply and drive
system for use; Desp products are widely used in steel mills, power plants, shipyards, docks,
airport equipment, machine tools, automobile, engineering machinery, automated production
lines and other field. Shenzhen Devol Robot Co. DeZURIK is the innovative global leader in
valve technologies for water and wastewater treatment as well as industrial applications
including pulp and paper, chemical and petrochemical, power, mining and other process
industries. Recognized worldwide for high quality and superior performance, DeZURIK products
increase accuracy, durability, reliability and customer profitability. A leading manufacturer in
the electric cylinders, linear slides, linear modules, industrial robots. Dialight is the world leader
in LED industrial lighting technology with over 1 million LED fixtures installed worldwide. We
enable industrial customers operating in demanding environments to reduce their energy costs,
maintenance costs, and carbon footprint while maximizing the safety and productivity of their
facilities. Difustherm develops and manufactures custom components, equipment and systems
for air conditioning, distribution and air control for corporate, commercial and industrial spaces
that receive a large number of people. Anvis Decize SAS designs, manufactures and sells
rubber anti-vibration solutions for railway, energy, water, military and all other ndustrial
applications. Dinel, s. Our level meters and limit sensors fulfill various requirements in wide
range of industrial branches. DingZing is a world-leading researcher, developer and producer of
advanced materials that inspire innovation. Diodes Incorporated is a leading global
manufacturer and supplier of high-quality application specific standard products within the
broad discrete, logic, analog and mixed-signal semiconductor markets. Over the course of 30
years, DIS Sensors has built up a reputation in the field of high quality sensor technology. We
develop, produce and sell sensors for various applications from our headquarters in Soest, the
Netherlands. We value innovation and know-how above all else. The result: high-quality
products and solutions from DIS Sensors to serve the global market. We were first awarded an
ISO certificate in ; the most recent certificate was issued in Jiangsu Diye Technology Co. Now
we have screw rod and guide slider and completely supply the N. H and P grades of micro and
linear modules. DKC Company makes products for electricity supply systems, automation, and
power distribution systems. Nowadays this is one of the largest producers of electrical
equipment in Russia and in Europe. DKC Company takes part in innovative programs. Also,
DKC has some own patents. The production which is produced by DKC is used in energy, fuel,
chemical sectors, food, and construction industries. DMT is a company leading the field of
attachable loading and unloading gantry robot systems and logistics automation. Professional
manufacturer of chains, sprockets, tooth gears and various power transmission products. The
Paradise For Machine Manufacturers Since , our family enterprise has been focusing on the
wishes of our customers. We solve your engineering problems. Consultancy, project planning,
construction, cutting, prefabrication, manufacture, assembly and customer logistics. We can
also provide you with smallest quantities and single items. Manufacturing of rollers for belt
conveyors, idle and chain driven roller conveyors and dynamic storage systems. Our company
sells all kinds of linear motion parts ball screw, LM guide, roller screw, TM screw, ball spline,
support unit to overseas. Since we have started to produce in Korea and now export to the
world Britain, Germany, Switzerland, India. Global leader providing high-performance,
cost-effective solutions for plastics extrusion processing. E2 Systems specialize in the
production of spindles, both with or without hydraulic or pneumatic self-feed, which are used
for automatic drilling, tapping, milling, grinding and flowdrilling processes. The business is
based on extensive experience and cutting-edge expertise of hydraulic and pneumatic
technologies. The products have a compact design and consequently offer high performance
and optimal usage of space. Human Machine Interfaces. Since Eaton is a global technology

leader in diversified power management solutions that make electrical, hydraulic and
mechanical power operate more efficiently, effectively, safely and sustainably. About ebm-papst
St. Georgen ebm-papst St. Georgen, subsidiary of the ebm-papst group of companies in
Mulfingen, Germany is known as a global pioneer and trend setter in the field of compact fans
and drive engineering. The Black Forest-based company supplies intelligent solutions for a
variety of sectors such as automobiles, rail technology, internal logistics, electronics and
medical technology. The Herbolzheim plant is the technology center for the automobile
industry. The location in Lauf in south-east Germany supplies as gear specialist planetary, spur
and angle gearboxes. Industrial drive technology: ebm-papst St. Georgen is the partner for
motion solutions in the performance range of 10 to Watts. Whether for flexible solutions out of a
modular system or with a customer-specific solution in large-scale production. We rely on a
wide breadth of experience in industrial automation, intralogistics, medical technology and
access control applications. Here, ebm-papst St. EFFILUX specializes in designing,
manufacturing and selling powerful, flexible and easy-to-use LED lighting solutions for machine
vision, quality control, scientific imaging, biomedical, optical measuring devices, and many
other applications. EGE-Elektronik Spezial-Sensoren GmbH has been developing and
manufacturing special purpose sensors for automation applications since The company serves
leading international producers from a wide range of industries. EGE has been a pioneer in the
field of flow controller and an innovator and decisive participant in the development of today's
globally utilized thermal flow controllers. Eichenberger Gewinde entwickelt, produziert und
vertreibt innovative Produkte der Antriebstechnik. We design and manufacture clutches,
electromagnetic brakes, pneumatic brakes, centrifugal brakes, overspeed governors, torque
limiters, flexible couplings, etc Since , elc is recognized as a French manufacturer specialist in
the design and development of : laboratory and OEM power supplies, functions generators,
decades boxes, digital panel meters. Being a specialist in a specific industrial field means to
know customers problems, thus yielding devices that actually comply with the hardest
requirements. Elcis encoder is surely a specialist in the position-transducers field. The
technical knowledge and experience of Elcis encoder in position-transducers, acquired since ,
allows to produce an extremely wide and complete range of these devices, as to fulfill all
present and future requirements in the industrial automation field. Eldon is a privately held
company headquartered in Madrid, Spain, and a global manufacturer of standard and
customized enclosure solutions for the industrial and building markets. Electric Motor
Warehouse, established in , is a family owned and operated business. We are committed to
giving our customers excellent customer service whether they are local or anywhere in the
world. We are also a stocking dealer for Stearns brakes. World leader in the design,
manufacture and distribution of standard components in plastic and metal for the mechanical
industry. ELK Motor manufactures electric motors in a ELK Motors are designed and
manufactured completely in accordance with European standard with its whole product range.
IE2 and IE3 efficiency classes are available in full product range currently. Elma electronic is a
global manufacturer of products to house electronic systems and create embedded computing
platforms. Thanks to the courage, strong work ethic and the vision of the managing team, the
company has affirmed itself as the leading manufacturer of electric motors in Bulgaria. S
founded in Elsan is also representative of overseaseas electric motor manufactures. It supplies
to its customers exproof motor for gasoline pumps high voltage and EFF1 motors which are not
in its product range. The deep-rooted EMAS company has been serving in Turkey
Electrotechnics and Machinery Industries since , and has been offering its services through its
group of companies operating in manufacturing, assembly and marketing fields in Ä°kitelli
Istanbul, with a total of 15, m2 indoor area. As a global manufacturer of pneumatic components
and systems, we are active in three product divisions: In addition to pneumatics, we also offer
electronic marine controls and commercial vehicle technology. Manufacturer of energy
absorption, vibration isolation and motion control solutions. Ensto provides smart electrical
solutions for electricity distribution networks, buildings, marine and electric traffic. A leading
manufacturer in the printer, professional imaging, projector, scanner, system devices, and
factory automation categories. In addition to offering high-quality catalog products, ept also
provides its customers with expert application consultation along with fast and efficient
implementation of projects or highly specialized requirements. In modern manufacturing
departments â€” stamping, injection molding, galvanization, and assembly â€” all individual
parts are constructed and assembled to produce complete connector systems. Press-fit
technology continues to produce pioneering solutions in the field of modern connector
technology. These solutions can be adjusted and tailored to suit a wide variety of applications.
These solutions save space in the design of the PCB and ensure high data transfer rates with
excellent signal integrity. With a global network of production facilities, branch offices, and

sales partners to choose from, you can always find the right point of contact for your location.
Since then, we have strengthened our position significantly thanks to development and
production of high quality equipment designed for ensuring safety of people and various
facilities with explosion hazards in different climatic zones, including the polar and coastal
regions. High-quality Couplings manufacturer and Transmission products specialist and
distributor, ESCO has been connecting the world for more than 70 years. Since its founding in ,
ETEL has grown steadily to become a leading supplier of high performance motion control
components and complete motion platforms. ETI is one of the world's leading suppliers of
products and services in the field of electrical engineering, as well as an important
manufacturer of technical ceramics, tools and equipment. Manufacturer of metal boxes,
cabinets, enclosures and stainless steel furniture. Professional partner in sheet metal
processing and reliable supplier of furniture accessories. As a specialist in permanent magnets
and applications, Euromag has the expertise to provide quality products with high performance
and in accordance with the requirements of these customers. Euronorm Drive Systems supplies
the European machine building market and MRO market with electric motors and transmissions
to suit their applications and their target markets. The mission of Euronorm is to provide its
customers with such electric motors and transmissions so that they structurally contribute to
their goals and international competitiveness. Reduction of in direct purchase costs 1 , process
2 and the creation of added value through innovative solutions 3 form the foundation of the
success of their customers. Fagor Automation is a company with extensive experience in the
development and manufacture of automation and machinery control products. It is
distinguished by its ability to develop software and the flexibility of its production system to
offer customized solutions, depending on the needs of customers. With over 75 years in
electronic components distribution, Premier Farnell Group distributes its comprehensive
portfolio of products and services throughout Europe, North America and Asia Pacific,
supported by a global chain of suppliers and an inventory profile developed to anticipate and
meet its customers' needs. Farrat is a specialist engineering company that designs and
manufactures high-performance Vibration Isolation, Thermal Isolation and Precision Levelling
Solutions for buildings, industrial and power generation equipment around the world. Specialise
in the field of fluid transfer engineering and manufacture air breather filters, and rotary and
swivel joints. Flag Spa has been active since more than 50 years in the field of synthetic
waterproof membrane and thanks to its highly qualified know-how it became a relevant partner
in the outmost works of roofing, civil engineering, swimming pools, all over the world. The
Flamco Group is a member of the Aalberts N. In more than 70 countries we offer successful,
innovative solutions for residential and commercial buildings and sustainable energy. For
anyone who needs to protect people and machinery, Fortress is the interlock company that
offers reliable, cost effective customised solutions. FPZ is a world class manufacturer of high
performance regenerative blowers that are used to move air in pressure or vacuum systems.
FPZ also manufactures a wide range or blowers suitable for handling technical gases such as
methane or biogas. Manufacturer of machine elements and standard parts for clamping and
operating. Garlock is a multinational manufacturer of high-performance fluid sealing and
pipeline solutions with an emphasis on safety, longevity and productivity. Gas Sensing
Solutions design, manufacture and customise the fastest, lowest power, and toughest CO2
sensors around. Our product portfolio includes sophisticated compression springs and spring
sleeves in all conventional materials and surface coatings. We work within a wire thickness
range of 0. Whether for samples, small volumes or series manufacturing, our tailored product
solutions are consistently coordinated with your requirements. Manufacturer of components for
automation, System integration, Sensors, Motion control. Distributor of rod ends, spherical
bearings, metal bellows shaft coupling, precision locknuts, levelling units. Having been
operating in the field of automation for more than thirty years, Gimatic S. Gimatic has decided
not to limit itself to the handling business alone, but rather to also supply sensors and
components for the plastics sector. Gimec specializes in the design and manufacture of
gearboxes for vehicles electrical, industrial and agricultural and other components
transmissions, transmissions, inverters, etc. Giussani Techniques specializes in the production
of locks mainly designed for industrial use and metal furniture. A history of success in the
market of universal locks and locking systems for the electromechanical industry, with
cutting-edge products for innovation and quality. We offer a range of lighting brands, and
provide our customers with expert advice and solutions. Since then our focus has been on
developing, producing, advising and sales of air motors, gas boosters, high pressure test
equipment and systems. Pneumatic drives are often applied in explosive atmospheres. Our
know-how: electronics, web development, energy engineering. We have created a
multidisciplinary and expert team to help professionals optimize the energy performance of

their buildings and equipment. Major products and service: precision machine parts, NUT brand
precision nuts, lock nuts, hydraulic nuts,hydraulic bolt tensioners, location clamp, seal nuts,
linear guideway lock block, and OEM service, etc. First French player on the roulette market.
Guitel Hervieu offers a complete range of wheels, castors and handling solutions for heavy,
medium and small loads, whether for manufacturers or distributors. We develop, manufacture
and market sensors and evaluation electronics 'Made in Germany' to make machines and
systems more efficient. Erwin Halder KG is a manufacturer of standard parts - also referred to
as standard elements. Erwin Halder KG is a manufacturer of products designed for clamping
workpieces. Handa Machinery is a professional manufacturer and exporter of hydraulic
cylinders and power units. Handa currently covers 13, square meters with modern workshops
and cutting edge equipment. The 6S and E R P management systems are rigidly implemented
throughout the company. Handa cylinders have been widely used in machinery industry,
agricultural equipment, trailers, excavators and other fields. We can also customize hydraulic
cylinders to meet customers' requirements on mounting styles, pressure ratings, sizes and
configurations. At Handa, standardization is tirelessly implemented throughout the entire
process. At Sourcing Department, stable raw material suppliers are regularly evaluated, to keep
the cost down. One of our core values is to partner with customers and provide world- class
customer services. HDD was founded in by Lennart Stridsberg. He was optimizing the surface
mounting machines he had developed for MyData Automation and found that the existing servo
motors on the market were not good enough. So he invented new ones. Better ones. Some 20
years later, HDD still has the most compact electric motors on the market. This fact has put
them in many applications. A forward thinking offer addressing manufacturers and integrators
high demand. Try out our solutions to optimize your product positionning and move on
production and conditionning lines. HEYPAC designs, manufactures and markets a wide range
of air driven pumps, air driven hydraulic power units, hydro pneumatic pumps and air hydraulic
pressure intensifiers for a wide range of industrial applications. The pump, power unit and
intensifier programme is supported by a wide range of accessory products including zero leak
directional control valves, pressure reducers, reservoirs, pulsation dampeners, fluid and air
filters. Founded in , the company is a professional manufacturer of precision horizontal tripods,
industrial wheels and aluminum extrusion parts. Committed to the integration of research and
development, production, marketing, sales and after-sales service. Through long-term
experience with customers and exhibitions, we will analyze the market dynamics and be closer
to customer needs. Continuously improve the product quality and applicability, meet the basic
market conditions, and pursue innovation and breakthrough. Therefore, we have been able to
obtain the highest level of support and affirmation from our customers, so that our company
will continue to improve and enhance our motivation. Hilman Inc. Develops and manufactures
products, systems, software and services that provide the construction and energy sectors with
clear added value. Hirose supplies a vast range of connectors for many different applications
and industries based on the advanced technologies for developing industrial connectors.
HITOP Industrial Holdings is a provider of Industrial Automation Solution to the Industries to
fulfill the needs of quality pneumatic components, clamping solutions and automatic assembly
equipment for the motion, control and manufacturing industries. In addition, we are proud of
being recognized by the industry for our innovation technology. Australia's leading supplier of
quality fasteners, bolts, nuts, allthread rod, screws and anchors to the mining, construction, oil
and manufacturing industries. Hongfa products cover various product segments including
relays, low-voltage and high-voltage devices, capacitors, precision parts and automatic
production equipment, which are widely used in industrial, energy, transportation,
telecommunication, home appliance,and medical areas. The Hositrad Holland and the Hositrad
Deutschland team has more than 50 years experience in vacuum and cryogenic technology. We
have capabilities covering all areas starting from a standard flange up to designing a complete
system, manufacturing or repair and after sales service of your vacuum equipment. We are a
supplier of basic flanges, valves, electrical feedthroughs, edge welded bellows, manipulators,
ion pumps, vacuum chambers up to a complete sputtering. Most of these items we supply from
stock. In their own unique way all our products make applications work. No matter the challenge
we always find a solution for your business. From industrial OEMs and mass production to
specialised marine projects, be sure that we are able to support you. One of the most important
hydraulic enterprises and the biggest production bases of hydraulic components and power
units in China. We supply the widest range available for this type of resistor. Hydro-Mec
manufacture speed reducers, coaxial, in aluminum and cast iron, shaft mounted, worm
gearboxes, square worm gearboxes, customized speed gear reducers, single stage gearboxes,
wormgearboxes with primary reduction, electric motors etc All the products and parts are made
in Europe, using the latest technology both in design and production, to offer a competitive

high-efficiency gearbox programm, suitable for today's market needs. Hydroblock manufactures
locking systems for machine tools capable of guaranteeing functionality, safety and reliability in
extreme working conditions. I-MAK is specialized in design, development and production of
power transmission solutions. With over 1. Manufacturer of bearings and assembly groups. In
our catalog you will find a selection of our products. We are happy to provide you on request
with any further information on our other products such as standard bearings in various
designs, special bearings and customer-specific solutions. IDEC is known for their various
electromechanical control products such as relays, timers, and switches. The company also
manufactures automation products, such as Micro Programmable logic controllers, power
supplies, and touch-screen displays. Designer and manufacturer of the next generation of
safety interlock switches. As manufacturer for industrial automation technology IEF-Werner
offers individual solutions for the process automation, e. We aim to build a new mode and
format of integration between Internet, IoT and industrial, and help the sustainable development
of enterprises through the production, logistics and service system with multi technology and
multi format integration. Our vision is to become a respectable enterprise. IHSOR is focused on
industrial robots, single-axis and multi-axis robots, linear modules, motorized slides, DD
motors, arc guides and so on. Total automation solutions for precision transmission control
components and systems and system integration. ILME is the ideal partner for industrial
connections for power supply of plug connected devices, connections for auxillary circuits and
automation control. Standard Fixturing Components-e. IMP Pumps d. Company designs,
develops, manufactures, distributes and maintains pumps and pumping systems. Industrilas
develops, designs and manufactures access solutions for all kinds of industrial applications.
Our main drive is a never-ending curiosity about our customers â€” we are passionate about
finding solutions that will enhance the performance of their products and thus, their business.
Infineon Technologies AG is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier,
safer and greener. Infranor, which was established in , has focussed its activities on the
automation of mechanical processes in industry since Inosol offers hydraulic components,
mainly from the field of hydraulic workholdig technology. We develop and distribute our own
innovative products, as well as the various high-quality products of renowned manufacturers.
Invertek Drives is dedicated to the design and manufacture of sophisticated Variable Frequency
Drives, used to control motors in a wide variety of industrial and energy saving applications. At
ISC we are very conscious of the need for our customers of standardized plastic parts for
industry. The parts shown in this catalogue provide the ideal solution in the shortest possible
time. The team at ISC has an extensive experience not only in the plastics industry but also in
the industry in general. This means that you will receive the best professional assistance
possible in finding the ideal solution for your requirements, even if you do not find the part you
need in our catalogue. ISEL is a company name that says it all. Every way we do business is
reflected in the name that condenses our concept. Product sales are just a part of what we do
because we create exactly what customers are looking for using our imagination, expertise and
effort. Isocom Components Ltd. Isocom Components is a leading supplier of infrared
optoelectronic devices and has been for over thirty years, specialising in Optocouplers.
Automated production of parts, automation technology, custom-built special purpose
machines. The company is known for producing quality plate lifters, beam web clamps,
self-locking clamps and vertical lift clamps for industrial applications such as the lifting sheets
of metal, wood, marble or I-beams. JAE is a global manufacturer of connectors and cables for
use in a wide variety of applications including consumer, industrial, telecom, automotive, and
others. The Compression, welded, flared fittings and wire-netted, stainless steel braided hose
assembly and connector assembly are widely used in all kinds of high, medium and low
pressure pipe line systems with oil and gas as media. Registered fund RMB 50 million.
Specialized in technology development , manufacturing and selling orbit hydraulic units. The
leading products are hydraulic motor and steering control units. Historically specialized in the
wood industry, the company continues to pioneer advances its foam gripper technology to all
types of products. Whether you are picking a complete layer, partial layer or single part, the
JOULIN foam gripper automatically senses and closes the check valves in areas without
product, allowing the same gripper to be used with no additional set up or re-programming.
From grippers to complete turn-key vacuum handling systems, Joulin is flexible and offers a
quick response to supply the best solution for you. We have been producing hose clips and
clamps since â€” making us the most experienced hose clamp manufacturer in the world. JVL
products are marketed all over the world, in Europe, the USA and Asia, by independent
representatives who are, carefully selected by JVL to have the necessary knowledge and
experience, in order to help our customers in the best possible way in their choice of motion
control components. Wenzhou KALA Hardware is a professional production of various control

box series of production enterprises, the company has advanced production equipment,The
use of modern enterprise management system operation, and strive to create a brand. Kanya
AG is one of the leading suppliers of aluminum profile systems and features excellent Swiss
quality. Katko is a Finnish family business specialising in safety switches, load break switches
and fused switches with more than 70 years of experience. Not all safety and load break
switches on the market come from specialised manufacturers by any means, and that is
precisely why we are so proud of ours. We design and manufacture every product ourselves in
our own factories. The challenging Finnish climate creates a basis for developing switches that
work in all conditions across the globe. Switches without compromises. This is what we at
Katko think, as did the generations before us. Kelston Actuation Ltd is one of the largest
privately-owned gear manufacturing companies in the UK. We produce a wide range of screw
jacks and gearboxes and also offer a bespoke design and manufacturing service. We have a
modern, purpose-built, , sq ft factory located on a acre site near Bristol. The company produces
many kinds of capacitors, such as tantalum, aluminum, multilayer ceramic, film, paper, polymer
electrolytic, and supercapacitors. Kinavo Servo Motor changzhou Ltd is a hi-tech company
which is specialized in researching and developing Efficient and energy saving servo motor.
KOFON is esbalished in , we focus on the development, manufacturing and sales of the high
precision planetary gearbox, engineering planetary gearbox and sprial bevel gearbox. Since our
establishment more than 80 years ago, we have been consistently engaged in the manufacture
of gears. We have acquired the international standard ISO certification for quality management
systems, and ISO certification for environmental management systems, and we work to create
products of quality that can be trusted. KOSCN industrial manufacturing shenzhen co. KOSCN
is an international manufacturer of fluid control products. Automatic valves, instruments and
piping systems are the main products. Its products are widely used in semiconductor, glass
etching, electroplating, waste-water treatment, waste liquid solidification, photovoltaic, landfill
leachate, PCB, metallurgy, iron and steel, super-waste water, recycling and regeneration,
chemical industry, food and beverage, electric power, papermaking, bio-pharmacy,
bio-fermentation and other fields. Develope a skilled workforce and create a strong organization
through initiative and teamwork. Kradex is a Polish manufacturer of plastic enclosures
designed primarily for the electronic, electrotechnical and electrical industry and wherever
plastic enclosures are required. Kuroda Jena Tec is a leading name in the design, manufacture
and supply of linear and rotary motion products and services. Lagermetall is a solid partner to
the manufacturing industry since We deliver a wide variety of bronze alloys, bearings and other
slide elements with high quality, fast deliveries along with a high service level. Develops,
manufactures and supplies point or line laser measurement systems for industrial, commercial
and medical. LaserLinc specializes in laser and ultrasonic technology for precision
measurement of diameter, ovality also called roundness or eccentricity , material thickness or
wall thickness, concentricity, and inside diameter. Since , Leadshine has been "focusing on the
challenges and pressures of customers' attention, providing competitive sports control
products and programs, and continuously creating greater value for customers! For 70 years,
LEISTER has been the global market leader when it comes to devices for welding thermoplastic
polymers in construction, commercial, and industrial environments. LEM is a responsible and
attractive employer, giving employees the opportunity for personal growth in a challenging and
rewarding environment. Cooperation between social partners is part of our corporate tradition
and played a pivotal role during our corporate restructuring process. Since our mission has
been to deliver Australian made Lemcol products that have earned a strong reputation for
quality, strength and reliability. LI-BE Gruppi Volventi has been designing, manufacturing and
selling cylindrical rollers and ball bearings of special design and execution since Lika
Electronic stands for encoders and position measuring systems. Lindapter has built a
respected reputation as the inventor and pioneer of structural steel fixing systems, providing a
range of exclusive and independently approved products of structural steel fixings, cavity
fixings, floor fixings, support fixings and floor fixings. LITEON produces products that are used
in a broad range of applications, such as computers, communications, consumer electronics,
automotive electronics, LED lighting, cloud computing as well as healthcare. LITEON is a
worldwide leading provider of optoelectronics, information technology and storage devices
components. The Knill Group is a family owned company present in 15 countries with 30
companies and is engaged in the development, manufacture and distribution of products and
solutions for the worldwide power industry. Linear and Telescopic Slides Limited LTS is an
engineering orientated and technically biased supplier of innovative telescopic slides linear
rails solutions. Our core members of staff are highly qualified individuals with comprehensive
industry experience in the field of linear motion. The designer Oliver Walter is a German
architect living and working in Helsinki for 20 years. With his participation in outstanding

architectural, lighting and art projects he gained a deep insight into the Finnish design
methodology. Wood as a sustainable material and the LED light source have captured his
special interest. Marley Alutec is the UK leader in innovative aluminium gutters, aluminium
downpipes, fascia, soffit and coping solutions. Martin is your reliable partner in the supply of
levelling components; the product range is unique in its variety more than standard articles and
is focused to fulfill the necessities of each industrial sector. Over 70 years Marzorati designs
and produces organs of transmission which are : bevel gearboxes, speed modulation
gearboxes, electromagnetic brakes and cluth, screwjacks and gearboxes, with customizations
performed on requirement of our customers. Setting the Standard for Shielding. Masach brings
twenty five years of know-how and expertise into every standard shield produced. We are the
leading producer of plastic casings, membrane keyboards and accessories for electronic
equipment on the Polish market. Since we've been providing our domestic and foreign
customers with our products. We are the family owned business, founded by Mr. Krzysztof
Maszczyk. We stock various types of off-the-shelf casings at our facilities. We enlarge our
product line with a new model almost every week. Most of our casings can be modified to meet
personal requirements - whether you need an opening or change internal features - just provide
us with a drawing. And Offering intelligent solutions, all of which allow Mavilor Motors S. The
fact that thousands of clients every day use our servomotors confirms their confidence in us.
MDC stocks and manufactures : flanges, fittings, valves, motion and manipulation, viewports,
gas panels, ceramic-to-metal electrical feedthroughs, system safety components, thin film
products, vacuum pumps, and vacuum chambers. Mecatix is a company specialising in
mechanical motion - from development to production. We offer a range of planetary, spur and
linear gearboxes and also "complete solution" series of Gearhead with motors. Our application
areas can be found everywhere a precise movement is needed, such as: Medical - Security Optics - Industrial Automation - Hand tools,and many others. Melexis designs, develops and
delivers innovative micro-electronic solutions. Our integrated circuits communicate with the
outside world by combining analog and digital signals. Metaltex was established in , as a
pioneer manufacturer of relays in Brazil. Since the start of its activities, the company dedicates
itself to the continuous development of new relays, as well as to the production of special
relays. To this date it continues as the national leader in this market. Microchip is a leading
provider of microcontroller, mixed-signal, analog, security and Flash-IP solutions, as well as a
wide variety of other products. Micromega Dynamics proposes innovative solutions in the field
of online structure monitoring, structural vibration reduction and high-precision mechanisms.
These solutions have been deployed in demanding environments such as on-shore and
off-shore wind turbines, railways, quarries, construction works, rotating machinery, outdoor
structures and large telescopes where performance and reliability are essential. In addition to
off-the-shelf products, Micromega proposes engineering services in order to help you to design,
manufacture and implement dedicated industrial solutions in the field of on-line monitoring,
vibration reduction and high-precision mechanisms. On the basis of this technological
diversity, FAULHABER designs drive solutions that are unique with respect to their precision
and reliability in the smallest of spaces. Their main areas of use include production automation
and robotics, aerospace, optical systems as well as medicine and laboratory technology.
Mipromet is specialized in production of lifting equipment, lifting beams and specialised
gripping devices. Misati was founded in Barcelona Spain in We have specialized in
manufacturing high-quality pneumatic elements clamps and pincers for tools, robots and
transfer presses. Moflash Signalling Ltd, based in Birmingham at the heart of the United
Kingdom, is a leading manufacturer of signalling, alarm and warning devices. We have over 20
years of experience producing quality signalling devices for the worlds markets. As a leading
provider of electronic components and solutions, Molex views innovation as a tool for solving
complex customer challenges. This has helped us not only create many pioneering electronic
solutions, but also build a globally recognized company. MOONS' is one of the largest
integrated manufacturers of motion control and intelligent lighting products within China, using
internationally proven scientific management tools along with the pursuit for professional
applied technologies. Mors Smitt serves the rolling stock industry with components such as
relays, safety critical electronics and complete measuring and control solutions. It also provides
fabrication and repair services. MPS Microsystems produces high precision linear ball bearings
and ballscrews standard and custom. MPS Microsystems also develops and manufactures
high-precision, high-performance and low-friction micromechanical systems. MTSE is
established in June. Manufacturer of slide profiles, chain and belt guides and chain tensioners.
NARAdrive has developed a precision planetary reducer for server motors based on NARA
Corporation's 30 years of expertise in precision parts design processing and assembly. New
Elfin is a manufacturer of control pushbuttons, pilot lights, mushroom buttons, emergency

buttons, an important line of items for control and monitoring safety, from two-handed control
panels to flashing voltage presence devices. The experience acquired throughout these 25
years sharing the concerns of our customers makes us rich in providing solutions, technical
capacity and above all respect and prestige among the majoractors of the industrial sectors.
The Nicotra Gebhardt Group, with more than employees, is one of the most important groups in
the field of centrifugal fans. Nicotra Gebhardt offers a wide range of fans. MYT leading products
are linear motion bearings, linear motion ball bearing slide unit, support rail unit, shaft support,
shaft and other products, widely used in electronic equipment, automatic cutting equipment,
medical equipment, printing machinery. Nitrogas offers customers products that meet any test
of approval, confirming the longer life of our cylinders. Supplier of flexible standard parts,
systems and components for machine and mechanical engineering, as well as for measuring
and testing equipment. Manufacturer and distributor of industrial, commercial, and residential
fans including axial flow, smoke control, plate axials, and constant pressure. Nupi Industrie
Italiane SpA offers a full range of pipes and fittings made of the most modern thermoplastic
materials. Our customers share a goal of providing innovative products to empower and
connect our world. From air bag sensors that save lives to industrial control that treats our
drinking waterâ€”our customers make our lives safer, easier, entertaining and more connected.
Read about some of the products we help enable. Since ODE S. Officine di Esino Lario has been
providing customized desings and production of solenoid valves for manufacturers and system
integrators following our fundamental principles of quality, adaptability and reliability, including
excellent post sale service. Oesse designs and produces heat exchange integrated solutions.
Cross-flow, vacuum brazed aluminium coolers with plates and bars technology. Oesse offers
both a standard coolers range and customized coolers co-designed with the most important
International OEMs in both mobile and stationary applications. Through more than 90 years of
customer focus and innovation Ojop Sweden has grown to a company which today manufacture
and sell over a million of latches and a quarter of a million Quick Power battery connectors
every year on 5 continents and to over 50 Countries. Products are functional, durable and made
to last. Main groups are toggle latches, draw latches, battery connectors and trailer latches for
industrial and private use. Our firm, with 20 years of experience in rubber part production, have
been designing and producing sealing elements, variouso-ring, gasket, vibration mounts,
diaphragms and rubber parts with special form. OMCR specialized in the production of standard
die components for automotive sector, becoming step by step, a point of reference for all the
most important die builders. Osculati is the leading company in Italy and one among the most
important companies in Europe in the marine accessory market. Ozak Seiko Co. It is equipped
to handle high degree of technical and engineering challenges. Paletti USA is part of a
multinational company specializing in the production and assembly of T-slotted aluminum
extrusion systems. Specialist in industrial connection solutions and valves for pneumatic
circuits, vacuum and fluids. European leader in quick coupling solutions for industrial low
pressure fluid handling systems. Type of Business: Manufacturing, sales and engineering the
factory automation equipment and system. Established: May, Innovative and durable design,
backed by years of industry experience and a strong commitment to safety and security, has
made PATLITE the world's best known manufacturer of visual and audible signaling devices.
Manufacturer of vibration isolation, shock protection and noise reduction elements. We also
distribute complementing products such as motion control cards, servo drives, encoders, etc,
to our customers. Our focus in quality products and sound technical support has earned us a
reputation of a reliable motion control partner for our customers. Pemaks combines the most
advanced technologies and up-to date manufacturing techniques in a customer trade focused
approach. Pemaks continues to grow as one of the most preferred pneumatic cylinder
manufacturer in Turkey and throughout the world. Founded in and specialized in industrial
electrical equipment. It owns 4 major manufacturing bases, 12 wholly-owned subsidiaries, 85
holding member enterprises, more than processing and collaboration enterprises and over 3,
sales companies. The aim of the Company is to expand scientific knowledge and to progress
technology through invention, design and efficient production of innovative devices in the field
of cybernetics, motion control and energy conversion. Phoenix Contact is a leading developer
and manufacturer of industrial electrical and electronic technology. As a major manufacturer of
precise gear reducers, PHT offers the integral solution in the field of motion control application.
Established in with the objective of producing the highest quality gear reducers in the market,
PHT has achieved this goal with a new state of the art manufacturing facility. Utilizing the latest
in machine tools and metrology equipment, PHT is able to provide a high quality,
competitiveness alternatives to that of the competition. Manufacturer of complete hinge, joint,
bolting devices and fastening systems. Pizzato Elettrica is one of the leading European
manufacturers of position switches, microswitches, safety devices, safety modules, foot

switches, control and signalling devices, and devices for elevators. An entrepreneurial company
such as Pizzato Elettrica bases its foundations on a solid and widely shared value system.
Plas-fit is one of the leaders in the pipe fittings industry. In Israel and around the globe, Plas-fit
designs, develops, manufactures and markets top quality fittings and advanced plastic
products for a variety of uses in a wide range of industries: Agriculture and Landscaping,
Water, Industry, Infrastructure, Communications and Technology. PM is an independent
business with over 50 years of highly specialised experience in the design and manufacturing
of precision linear bearings, frictionless slides and positioning systems. All products PM offers
are developed, designed, manufactured and assembled at our modern manufacturing plant in
Dedemsvaart. Our in-house machining capabilities range from micro to macro scale and for
instance include: turning, milling, grinding and lapping. Since , Pollard has designed and
produced positive displacement pumps adapted to the specific problems of industrial
customers. From porous filters to self-lubricated bearings and mechanical parts, Poral supports
its customers from design to industrialization. Poral is the leading French group in powder
metallurgy, and the fifth at European scale. The company has more than 60 years of experience
in the field of sintered metals. Increase precision and efficiency with miniature servo motors
from Portescap. We offer brush and brushless DC motors, stepper motors, drives and more.
Positronic builds premium power and signal connectors for a wide variety of global industries.
Our company offers a wide range of pulleys. Our product range includes various pulleys,
toothed belt pulleys, variable discs. They have been pre-drilled or clamped in the form of
clamping brain training. The latest axle bindings are also available for the discs. PR electronics
is the trusted partner for the process and factory automation industry. We specialize in making
industrial process control safer, more reliable, and more efficient. Precision Microdrives is a
designer and manufacturer of miniature, cost-effective, and well-engineered motors and motor
mechanisms. Backed by more than 54 years experience, PREMO is and influential and global
technology leader in the development of RFID automotive antennas and one of the main
electronics components manufacturers worldwide. Connectors and hose for drinking water,
vending machines, and beverage equipment. Qlight has been a world-leading provider of visual
and audible status indicating systems and solutions for the last three decades. Qimarox is a
leading manufacturer of components for material handling systems. As a manufacturer of,
among other things, palletisers, product lifts, pallet lifts, packaging machines and shielding
systems. Designer, manufacturer of high pressure hydraulic machines and components and
pneumatic components for the industry. It is our ambition best possible protection needs for
our customers in the wheels and castors. In order to maintain liquidity supply and ensuring the
rapid execution of orders we have capacious warehouse, allowing the maintenance of a wide
range of products, in amounts allowing for quick realization of supply. Contract manufacturing
covers interface, raw material, dimensions, identification, threading, gasket for Nuclear Energy,
Process, Fine Chemicals and Cosmetics. Rami Yokota BV is a Dutch family company
distributing power tools and air hoists throughout Europe and beyond. The company was
founded in and changed toward air tools and started importing and distributing airtools in Our
target fields range from service workshops to car manufacturers and from material handling to
industrial and offshore applications. Many years of experience enable RECOM to continuously
increase the power range and efficiency of its products. Cidepa-Sincron is a company
specialized in the manufacture of the speed reducers for industry in general. Leader company in
service and trading performance, in the field of Gears. Regal works for a simpler everyday life.
Together with our customers we create smarter technical solutions. Our technology is available
in applications that will face tough challenges every day for many years. They are often used
outdoors in all weather and in all seasons, they must be safe, productive, user-friendly and of
course economically profitable for all parties. A challenge we are happy to address. Tread
technology,drive technology, fluid technology, plastics, sealing technology. Relpol SA products
are used in the areas of: industrial and energy automation, power electronics, industrial and
consumer electronics, telecommunications, household appliances and others. Rencol
Components has been designing, developing and manufacturing plastic and metal components
for over 90 years. Our ranges of industrial chain, gearboxes and couplings are specified for use
in power transmission, lifting, conveying and processing applications around the world. Our
product range also includes the sprockets supplied to all chain types. RND aims to provide
customers with a comprehensive range of products to meet the demands of electronic,
electrical and maintenance professionals. Great quality and low prices combine, providing
outstanding value and a product you can trust. Manufacturer of hydraulic elements and systems
for production engineering. Leading industrial enterprise for surface treatment techniques and
production of handles. The importance assumed in recent years by the development of
machinery and applications suitable to meet more and more advanced and demanding

requirements has urged Rosa Sistemi S. Our Company developed a highly technological line of
products as we firmly believe in solutions where every single component is integrated in
systems that can come up to the most demanding expectations of our customers. Manufacturer
of pneumatic valves, controls systems, and safety products for the fluid power industry. Rotork
is the market leading actuator manufacturer and flow control company that operates in any
market where the flow of gases or liquids need to be controlled. We are passionate about
solving your problems and we have the technology, knowledge and experience to do it.
Founded in , the Rulmeca Group has grown to be a leading partner to the global materials
handling industry. Spamel is a manufacturer of low-voltage electrotechnical products for
electrotechnical, machining, energetic and building industries. Our products meet all domestic
and European safety provisions. The company maintains its leading position in the furniture
accessory market with its product range over manufactured with the technological equipment
appropriate for the needs of the era and thanks to the experience of 47 years. Samtec is the
service leader in the electronic interconnect industry and a global manufacturer of Connectors,
Cables, Optics and RF Systems. Rock tools, drilling rigs, loaders and trucks, crushing and
screening machinery and bulk-materials handling systems. Sangwon Intech endeavors to make
products which will satisfy clients with the superb quality. Production and distribution of power
transmission products for industrial use. SBC linear rail system is specialized in total linear
motion solution. Since , SBC Linear has produced linear rail system. SBC Linear is right here for
total linear motion solution. Electromechanical components and innovative driver's cabs for
railway and industrial applications, systems for renewable energy in industrial applications,
e-mobility and automation. The largest Casters and Wheels Manufacturer in Latin America, 70
years of history, a team of professionals who love what they do, the largest product mix of the
market, customized solutions and the satisfaction warranty that no other manufacturer
provides. We stock a broad spectrum of hydraulic seals of all kinds, suitable for a wide range of
applications, from simple linear systems through to heavy-duty rotation applications. Sensata
Technologies is one of the world's leading suppliers of sensing, electrical protection, control
and power management solutions with operations and business centers in 12 countries,
including China, Japan, Korea and Malaysia. In recent years, company's product range has
expanded with humidity sensors, CO2 sensors, level sensors and flow sensors. Since , we have
been presenting also the inductive sensors and the optical level sensors on our website. We are
supported by a global network of distributors. Manufacturer and designer of brakes and
clutches. Shanghai Hua Tong Valve Co. Pubang sensor are widely used in various sectors,
including packaging ,food and beverage processing and so on. A center for research,
development, production and sales of specialized transmission products. Products range from
16 major categories, with more than 45, specifications. An one-stop purchasing service
company who provides automation components for non-standard automation equipments
manufacturers. Sigerist GmbH is a company based in Switzerland. The company was founded
over years ago and is active in sales with technical components. At Sigerist, machine feet,
wheels, rollers, lifting rollers and lifting systems are among the most important products in the
range. This also includes parts for drive technology, such as shaft couplings, shaft clamping
rings and clamping sets. In addition to trading, products are developed and manufactured.
Silicon Labs is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for a smarter, more
connected world. Shangyu mainly produces single-axis and multi-axis precision positioning
slides, which are highly valued by customers due to its assembly quality, fine faith in
customers, and generous design. Sodeca specializes in the design and manufacture of fans and
accessories for industrial applications. Industrial applications require the flexibility to adapt to
each project's specifications. Since the founding of the company in , the company has
consistently maintained its leading position in the Danish market with standard and special
springs. Founded in through the initiative of Candido Sguinzi, Somai is now run and managed
by his children, who oversee the growth of the company on national and international markets.
Established as a manufacturer of pneumatic vibrators for building construction, the company
later extended its production to include electric vibrators for the industrial and building
construction sectors, up to the manufacture of machines for concrete precast. Technologies
Supplier of polyethylene closed cell foam panels. Acel - Industrial Automation With 22 years of
experience in providing industrial automation services, Acel has established itself as a serious
and cutting-edge company that thinks of the customer as a partner. ACTIU At Actiu, we are
office furniture manufacturers, specialized in designing workspaces for the well-being of
people. Aerauliqa S. A Fabricante de fijaciones. Aircalo Designer and manufacturer of climate
processing units for industrial, large commercial, municipal service, health care facilities and
office buildings. AirLoc stops vibrations For over 60 years the AirLoc name has stood for
high-quality products in the areas of vibration engineering, impact sound insulation and

machine setup technology. AirWork Pneumatic Equipment SRL Airwork,an Italian
manufacturing company specialized in the designing, manufacturing and selling of standard
and customized solutions in the pneumatic automation industrial field. Alca plast Sanitary
equipment Alca plast - WC modules, Outdoor drains, wastes and traps, floor drainsi, universal
rain drums, WC seats, Inlet fill valves and flush valves. Alcoa Fastening Systems Manufacturer
of safety fastening systems for the aeronautics and space industries. Alfa electric Alfa Electric
is an Italian B2B manufacturer specialising in manufacturing accessories for electric
enclosures, in particular thermal managment products. Alfa Laval Heat exchangers, separation
and fluid handling. ALPS Alps Electric takes pride in its technology while dedicated to creating
comfortable lifestyles for consumers through perfecting the art of electronics. Alteko s. KG With
several decades of experience, we have the ability to identify the best possible solution for your
application. AMC Antivibration mountings. AMCO Supplier of non-ferrous metals. Amphenol
LTD Amphenol LTD has been at the forefront of using the latest technology for over 50 years to
meet the needs of interconnect in a variety of applications. Anchi Bearing Professional
production of sliding type self-lubricating bearing enterprises. ANR Engineering ANR
manufactures hydraulic cylinders, special components for hydraulic cylinder, transmission and
engine transmission elements, aircraft special spare parts, components for garbage trucks and
sweepers. ANT Drive technology. Anval Anval is a designer, manufacturer and supplier of
feeders and airlocks for powder and bulk materials handling applications across industries.
Arcol Unusually for a worldwide company, ARCOL places great emphasis on ensuring that its
manufacturing, production, sales and purchasing functions operate in one place. ARV Quick
release pin. Associated Spring Raymond Associated Spring Raymond has been a world leader
in the design, manufacture, and sale of highly engineered products including springs, precision
metal components, assemblies, and custom hardware solutions. Atos We internally develop all
of our expertise in electrohydraulics, foundry, fluidics, mechanics and electronics. ATP For over
40 years, ATP has been committed, in all production sectors, to researching customised
solutions for sealing systems and plastic and rubber processing. AVO Manufacturer of wheels
and castors. Azolgas, S. Baco Controls, Inc Custom manufacturer of switches, industrial pilot
devices, boxes, safety modules, pushbuttons and enclosures. Bavaria Fluid Systems GmbH
Bavaria Fluid Systems GmbH develops and manufactures customer-specific valve and pump
solutions based on existing valves and pumps for the high-tech industry. Belgo Bekaert
Fabricante de sistemas de cercamento. Bene Inox - Fasteners and stainless steel fixing
elements Fasteners and stainless steel fixing elements. Bene Inox - Stainless steel valves, pipes
and fittings Stainless steel valves, pipes and fittings. Berthold Marx French manufacturer of gas
springs. Bihl Wiedemann Bihl Wiedemann. Binder Connectors. BLM Automatic Clutch
Manufacturer of standard and custom centrifugal clutches made from cast iron, ductile iron,
gray iron and steel. Bosch Rexroth - Hydraulics Hydraulics. Bosch Rexroth Assembly
Technologies As a global partner, Bosch Rexroth supports mechanical and plant engineering
efforts around the world with its cutting-edge technology and unique industry knowledge.
Brianza Plastica S. Brianza Plastica SpA. Brushtec Innovative Brush Technology. Bumper
Specialties Bumper Specialties, Inc. C2G Soudage Innovation Manufacture of welding
equipment. Calex Electronics Limited Innovative infrared temperature sensors. Cambion
Electronics Ltd Cambion Electronics Limited have a long and established pedigree as
manufacturers of high performance electro-mechanical and inductive components serving the
Military, Aerospace, Petrochemical, Instrumentation, Transport and Industrial Markets.
CamdenBoss With a unique ability to connect and enclose, CamdenBoss offers e-mech
component ranges that complement their innovative and diverse enclosure ranges. Camlok
Lifting Clamps Camlok is the established industry brand for plate clamps and other items of
lifting equipment. Carlo Gavazzi Automation Spa. CCB Composants S. CEJN Quick connect
couplings and nipples. Chiaravalli S. Leading company in the field of power transmission
components. CIRCUTOR, SA CIRCUTOR has over 40 years' experience and 6 production
centres in Spain and the Czech Republic, working on the design and manufacture of units for
improving energy efficiency: electrical energy and power quality measurement and control
units, industrial electrical protection, reactive energy compensation and harmonic filtering,
smart electric vehicle charging and, during the past few years: Renewable Energies. Cobright
Logiciel de conception et rendu. ComInTec S. CONEC Elektronische Bauelemente GmbH
CONEC Elektronische Bauelemente GmbH is an efficient manufacturer of high-quality
connectors for many different applications in industrial electronics, telecommunications,
automation, machine manufacturing, energy, agricultural and construction machines,
aerospace, medical technology and transportation. Contelec Based in Biel in Switzerland,
Contelec specializes in the development and production of high-quality sensors for angle and
path measurement. Crosby Fabricant de composants pour la manutention. Cross

Manufacturing, Inc. Crouzet Manufacturer of automation products. CSF Inox S. CTS
Manufacturer of bearings and special drives. CUI Electro-mechanical components. DATALOGIC
Datalogic is a global technology leader in the automatic data capture and factory automation
markets, specialized in the designing and production of bar code readers, mobile computers,
sensors for detection, measurement and safety, vision and laser marking systems. David
French leading company of handing rollers for both bulk handling and unit load handling.
DELTA DELTA provides a wide range of high performance sensors and measuring systems for
continuous casters, hot rolling mills, processing lines and other extreme condition applications.
Deltron Components. DESP The Desp group is a famous industrial mobile power supply and
drive system for use; Desp products are widely used in steel mills, power plants, shipyards,
docks, airport equipment, machine tools, automobile, engineering machinery, automated
production lines and other field. DeZURIK DeZURIK is the innovative global leader in valve
technologies for water and wastewater treatment as well as industrial applications including
pulp and paper, chemical and petrochemical, power, mining and other process industries. DGE
A leading manufacturer in the electric cylinders, linear slides, linear modules, industrial robots.
Difustherm Difustherm develops and manufactures custom components, equipment and
systems for air conditioning, distribution and air control for corporate, commercial and
industrial spaces that receive a large number of people. Diodes Inc. DMS Manufacturer of
moulding and pressing elements. Dynisco Global leader providing high-performance,
cost-effective solutions for plastics extrusion processing. E2 Systems E2 Systems specialize in
the production of spindles, both with or without hydraulic or pneumatic self-feed, which are
used for automatic drilling, tapping, milling, grinding and flowdrilling processes. Eaton Electric
Eaton is a global technology leader in diversified power management solutions that make
electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power operate more efficiently, effectively, safely and
sustainably. KG About ebm-papst St. Edilteco Group S. Eichenberger Gewinde Eichenberger
Gewinde entwickelt, produziert und vertreibt innovative Produkte der Antriebstechnik. ELC
Since , elc is recognized as a French manufacturer specialist in the design and development of :
laboratory and OEM power supplies, functions generators, decades boxes, digital panel meters.
ELCIS Being a specialist in a specific industrial field means to know customers problems, thus
yielding devices that actually comply with the hardest requirements. ELDON Eldon is a privately
held company headquartered in Madrid, Spain, and a global manufacturer of standard and
customized enclosure solutions for the industrial and building markets. Electric Motor
Warehouse Electric Motor Warehouse, established in , is a family owned and operated business.
ELESA World leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of standard components in
plastic and metal for the mechanical industry. EMAS The deep-rooted EMAS company has been
serving in Turkey Electrotechnics and Machinery Industries since , and has been offering its
services through its group of companies operating in manufacturing, assembly and marketing
fields in Ä°kitelli Istanbul, with a total of 15, m2 indoor area. Emile Maurin - Fasteners and fixing
for industrials Fixation Industrie. Ensto Group Ensto provides smart electrical solutions for
electricity distribution networks, buildings, marine and electric traffic. EPSON A leading
manufacturer in the printer, professional imaging, projector, scanner, system devices, and
factory automation categories. KG Connectors. V High-quality Couplings manufacturer and
Transmission products specialist and distributor, ESCO has been connecting the world for
more than 70 years. ETI Polam ETI is one of the world's leading suppliers of products and
services in the field of electrical engineering, as well as an important manufacturer of technical
ceramics, tools and equipment. Euro-Box Manufacturer of metal boxes, cabinets, enclosures
and stainless steel furniture. Euromag As a specialist in permanent magnets and applications,
Euromag has the expertise to provide quality products with high performance and in
accordance with the requirements of these customers. Euronorm Drive System Euronorm Drive
Systems supplies the European machine building market and MRO market with electric motors
and transmissions to suit their applications and their target markets. European Safety Systems
Signalling manufacturer. E Fagor Automation is a company with extensive experience in the
development and manufacture of automation and machinery control products. Farnell or
Newark With over 75 years in electronic components distribution, Premier Farnell Group
distributes its comprehensive portfolio of products and services throughout Europe, North
America and Asia Pacific, supported by a global chain of suppliers and an inventory profile
developed to anticipate and meet its customers' needs. Farrat Isolevel Ltd Farrat is a specialist
engineering company that designs and manufactures high-performance Vibration Isolation,
Thermal Isolation and Precision Levelling Solutions for buildings, industrial and power
generation equipment around the world. Fassa Bortolo Insulation and plaster based products.
Fenghua English - EN. FILTON Specialise in the field of fluid transfer engineering and
manufacture air breather filters, and rotary and swivel joints. Finder Production of relays and

timers. Fischer Connectors Design, manufacture and distribution of high-performance
connectors. FLAG, BIM catalogue Flag Spa has been active since more than 50 years in the field
of synthetic waterproof membrane and thanks to its highly qualified know-how it became a
relevant partner in the outmost works of roofing, civil engineering, swimming pools, all over the
world. Flaig Magnetsysteme Magnetic Systems. Flexicon Flexible Conduit Solutions. FLI
Manufacturer of linear systems. Fortress Interlocks Ltd For anyone who needs to protect people
and machinery, Fortress is the interlock company that offers reliable, cost effective customised
solutions. FPZ FPZ is a world class manufacturer of high performance regenerative blowers that
are used to move air in pressure or vacuum systems. Framo Morat Manufacturer of drive
components. France Air Design and distribution of air handling systems. Franke Franke.
Fulltech Electric Co. GAMM High quality industrial plastic control components. Garlock Garlock
is a multinational manufacturer of high-performance fluid sealing and pipeline solutions with an
emphasis on safety, longevity and productivity. Gas Sensing Solutions Gas Sensing Solutions
design, manufacture and customise the fastest, lowest power, and toughest CO2 sensors
around. Gates Powering Progress belts, hose and hydraulics. Getecno srl Distributor of rod
ends, spherical bearings, metal bellows shaft coupling, precision locknuts, levelling units. GGB
The global leader in high performance bearing solutions. GHV Direct sales company for drive
technology and automation. GMT S. GO Italia S. Sectional doors supplier. GROB Linear units,
gears, drive unit elements. Guan Zenso Major products and service: precision machine parts,
NUT brand precision nuts, lock nuts, hydraulic nuts,hydraulic bolt tensioners, location clamp,
seal nuts, linear guideway lock block, and OEM service, etc. Guitel Hervieu First French player
on the roulette market. Gunnebo Lifting Manufacturer of lifting and material handling. Halla
Manufacturer of interior LED lights. HepcoMotion Manufacturer in linear motion technology.
Heypac Ltd. Hilman Hilman Inc. HILTI Develops and manufactures products, systems, software
and services that provide the construction and energy sectors with clear added value. HIROSE
Hirose supplies a vast range of connectors for many different applications and industries based
on the advanced technologies for developing industrial connectors. Hobson Engineering Co.
Ltd Australia's leading supplier of quality fasteners, bolts, nuts, allthread rod, screws and
anchors to the mining, construction, oil and manufacturing industries. Honigmann Tension
measurement. Hositrad Holland B. V The Hositrad Holland and the Hositrad Deutschland team
has more than 50 years experience in vacuum and cryogenic technology. Hoval S. Hoyer In their
own unique way all our products make applications work. HUADE Hydraulic One of the most
important hydraulic enterprises and the biggest production bases of hydraulic components and
power units in China. Huco Dynatork Manufacturer for Couplings and Motors. Hydro-Mec S. A
Hydro-Mec manufacture speed reducers, coaxial, in aluminum and cast iron, shaft mounted,
worm gearboxes, square worm gearboxes, customized speed gear reducers, single stage
gearboxes, wormgearboxes with primary reduction, electric motors etc Hydropa Hydraulic
Cylinders. IBO Manufacturer of bearings and assembly groups. Idealwork S. IEOU We aim to
build a new mode and format of integration between Internet, IoT and industrial, and help the
sustainable development of enterprises through the production, logistics and service system
with multi technology and multi format integration. ILME ILME is the ideal partner for industrial
connections for power supply of plug connected devices, connections for auxillary circuits and
automation control. Imetex Supplier of components for machines and industrial equipments.
Indunorm Bewegungstechnik Linear technology, linear axis and handling systems. Infineon
Infineon Technologies AG is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier,
safer and greener. Infranor Infranor, which was established in , has focussed its activities on the
automation of mechanical processes in industry since Inosol GmbH Inosol offers hydraulic
components, mainly from the field of hydraulic workholdig technology. Invertek Drives Invertek
Drives is dedicated to the design and manufacture of sophisticated Variable Frequency Drives,
used to control motors in a wide variety of industrial and energy saving applications. Iscom
Riverclak S. ISEL Mechanics. Isocom Components Isocom Components Ltd. IsoProfil
Kompetenz in Metall und Kunststoff. IWB Automated production of parts, automation
technology, custom-built special purpose machines. IWIS Leading supplier of precision chain
systems for chain applications. Theile Manufacturer of chains and lifting points. JAE
Electronics JAE is a global manufacturer of connectors and cables for use in a wide variety of
applications including consumer, industrial, telecom, automotive, and others. Jiaxing Master
Fitting The Compression, welded, flared fittings and wire-netted, stainless steel braided hose
assembly and connector assembly are widely used in all kinds of high, medium and low
pressure pipe line systems with oil and gas as media. KALA Wenzhou KALA Hardware is a
professional production of various control box series of production enterprises, the company
has advanced production equipment,The use of modern enterprise management system
operation, and strive to create a brand. Kamaya Electric Co. Production and sales of electronic

components. Kastas Sealing Technologies A. KATKO Katko is a Finnish family business
specialising in safety switches, load break switches and fused switches with more than 70 years
of experience. KEMET The company produces many kinds of capacitors, such as tantalum,
aluminum, multilayer ceramic, film, paper, polymer electrolytic, and supercapacitors. KEP
France Interfaces industrielles multiprotocoles. Kinavo Kinavo Servo Motor changzhou Ltd is a
hi-tech company which is specialized in researching and developing Efficient and energy saving
servo motor. Kinetic Systems Manufacturer of automation modules. KOFON KOFON is
esbalished in , we focus on the development, manufacturing and sales of the high precision
planetary gearbox, engineering planetary gearbox and sprial bevel gearbox. Kohara Gear
Industry Co. Kosmek LTD. Kowa Optimed Industrial Lenses. Kradex Kradex is a Polish
manufacturer of plastic enclosures designed primarily for the electronic, electrotechnical and
electrical industry and wherever plastic enclosures are required. KTR Power transmission.
KUKA Industrial robots. Linear technology. L'Etoile Manufacturer of screws, bolts and
accessories for lifting and handling. Lagermetall AB Lagermetall is a solid partner to the
manufacturing industry since Lanamatic Linear Motion Cylinder. LAP Laser Develops,
manufactures and supplies point or line laser measurement systems for industrial, commercial
and medical. LaserLinc LaserLinc specializes in laser and ultrasonic technology for precision
measurement of diameter, ovality also called roundness or eccentricity , material thickness or
wall thickness, concentricity, and inside diameter. Leister Technologies For 70 years, LEISTER
has been the global market leader when it comes to devices for welding thermoplastic polymers
in construction, commercial, and industrial environments. LEM International SA LEM is a
responsible and attractive employer, giving employees the opportunity for personal growth in a
challenging and rewarding environment. LEMCOL Since our mission has been to deliver
Australian made Lemcol products that have earned a strong reputation for quality, strength and
reliability. LEMO Manufacturer of connectors. Lindapter Lindapter has built a respected
reputation as the inventor and pioneer of structural steel fixing systems, providing a range of
exclusive and independently approved products of structural steel fixings, cavity fixings, floor
fixings, support fixings and floor fixings. LMC Equipements pour l'ameublement et
l'agencement. Luxalp Electromagnetic solutions. Marley Alutec Marley Alutec is the UK leader in
innovative aluminium gutters, aluminium downpipes, fascia, soffit and coping solutions.
MARZORATI Over 70 years Marzorati designs and produces organs of transmission which are :
bevel gearboxes, speed modulation gearboxes, electromagnetic brakes and cluth, screwjacks
and gearboxes, with customizations performed on requirement of our customers. Masach Tech
Setting the Standard for Shielding. MAV Manufacturing keyless locking devices, shrink discs
and rigid couplings. MDL Fabricant d'outillage de presse. Mecatix Mecatix is a company
specialising in mechanical motion - from development to production. Melexis Melexis designs,
develops and delivers innovative micro-electronic solutions. Mersen Materials and solutions for
extreme environments. Microchip Technology Microchip is a leading provider of
microcontroller, mixed-signal, analog, security and Flash-IP solutions, as well as a wide variety
of other products. Micromega Dynamics Micromega Dynamics proposes innovative solutions in
the field of online structure monitoring, structural vibration reduction and high-precision
mechanisms. MiniTec GmbH Corner stones for modern machinery. Miscellaneous objects
Product Content Everywhere. Moflash Moflash Signalling Ltd, based in Birmingham at the heart
of the United Kingdom, is a leading manufacturer of signalling, alarm and warning devices.
MOONS MOONS' is one of the largest integrated manufacturers of motion control and intelligent
lighting products within China, using internationally proven scientific management tools along
with the pursuit for professional applied technologies. V Mors Smitt serves the rolling stock
industry with components such as relays, safety critical electronics and complete measuring
and control solutions. New Elfin New Elfin is a manufacturer of control pushbuttons, pilot lights,
mushroom buttons, emergency buttons, an important line of items for control and monitoring
safety, from two-handed control panels to flashing voltage presence devices. KG Manufacturer
of Gleason bevel gears and bevel gearboxes. KG Metallic roller bearing seals. Ningbo Meiyate
MYT leading products are linear motion bearings, linear motion ball bearing slide unit, support
rail unit, shaft support, shaft and other products, widely used in electronic equipment,
automatic cutting equipment, medical equipment, printing machinery. NKK A leader in the
manufacturing of electromechanical switches. NUAIRE Manufacturer and distributor of
industrial, commercial, and residential fans including axial flow, smoke control, plate axials, and
constant pressure. NXP Semiconductors Our customers share a goal of providing innovative
products to empower and connect our world. ODE S. Ojop Sweden AB Through more than 90
years of customer focus and innovation Ojop Sweden has grown to a company which today
manufacture and sell over a million of latches and a quarter of a million Quick Power battery
connectors every year on 5 continents and to over 50 Countries. Get free, customized ideas to

outsmart competitors and take your search marketing results to the next level with Alexa's Site
Overview tool. Discover even more ideas with a free trial of Alexa's Advanced Plan. You'll find
the tools you need to drive more traffic, including:. These are customized keyword
recommendations this site could target to drive more traffic. Keyword Gaps Keywords driving
traffic to competitors, but not to this site. Easy-to-Rank Keywords Popular keywords within this
site's competitive power. Buyer Keywords Keywords that show a high purchase intent.
Optimization Opportunities Very popular keywords already driving some traffic to this site.
Topics that this site and its competitors published articles on that were mentioned in public
Twitter or Reddit posts. The competitors list can be found next to the search input field above.
These metrics show how this site compares to its competitors. The average search traffic
percentage for this site's competitors. The average bounce rate for this site's competitors. Sites
that share the same visitors and search keywords with this site, sorted by most overlap to least
overlap. A relative level of audience overlap between this site and similar sites. A site with a
higher score shows higher audience overlap than a site with lower score. Alexa Rank is an
estimate of this site's popularity. The rank is calculated using a combination of average daily
visitors to this site and pageviews on this site over the past 3 months. The site with the highest
combination of visitors and pageviews is ranked 1. This chart shows the Alexa Rank trend for
this site over a trailing 90 day period. Improve results from search and content marketing. Use
Alexa's keyword research tools to:. This site is not gaining any traffic from these keywords. If
competitors are gaining traffic from the keyword, this may be a good investment opportunity.
An estimate of the traffic that competitors are getting for this keyword. The score is based on
the popularity of the keyword, and how well competitors rank for it. The score ranges from 1
least traffic to most traffic. An estimate of how frequently this keyword is searched across all
search engines. The score ranges from 1 least popular to most popular. Boost traffic by filling
gaps. An estimate of how relevant a keyword is to this site. The score is based on the keyword's
relevance to other keywords that currently drive traffic to this site. The score ranges from 1
least relevant to most relevant. How to find easy keywords. An estimate of how difficult it is to
rank highly for this keyword in organic search. The score ranges from 1 least competition to
most competition. Optimizing for buyer keywords. Growing traffic for these popular keywords
may be easier than trying to rank for brand new keywords. Improving existing content. A
competitor keyword analysis is a great way to find the best keyword opportunities, and solidify
your content marketing and SEO strategy. Benchmark and track your performance relative to
your competitors. Alexa's competitive analysis tools help you identify competitor strengths and
weaknesses you can leverage to get the edge. Use these to compare website traffic against
competitors, find gaps in your content and SEO strategy, or find sites that share an audience.
How to increase search traffic. Ordered by how many other websites link to them, which can be
used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet. Also referred to as 'Sites Linking In', this is
the number of sites linking to transpartsonline. An estimate of this site's popularity. Updated
Daily. Competition exists in all industries. But how do you get ahead of the competition when
they are working to do the same? Measure your site's popularity with Alexa's traffic analysis
tools. Sign up for one of our pro plans to certify your site and access:. Estimates are based on
traffic patterns across millions of web users throughout the world, and use data normalization
to correct for biases. Get access to more tools with a free day trial of Alexa's Advanced plan.
Install the Alexa Browser Extension to get free competitive intelligence about millions of
websites while you browse the web. Welcome to Alexa's Site Overview Enter a site above to get
started. Overview Find, Reach, and Convert Your Audience Get free, customized ideas to
outsmart competitors and take your search marketing results to the next level with Alexa's Site
Overview tool. You'll find the tools you need to drive more traffic, including: Keyword research
Competitive analysis Content and SEO audits Audience analysis Website traffic statistics Start
Your Free Trial Keyword opportunities breakdown Keyword Opportunities Breakdown These are
customized keyword recommendations this site could target to drive more traffic. Keyword
Gaps. Keyword Opportunities Breakdown These are customized keyword recommendations this
site could target to drive more traffic. Top industry topics by social Engagement Top Industry
Topics by Social Engagement Topics that this site and its competitors published articles on that
were mentioned in public Twitter or Reddit posts. Comparison metrics Comparison Metrics
These metrics show how this site compares to its competitors. Comparison Metrics These
metrics show how this site compares to its competitors. Search Traffic The percentage of
organic search referrals to this site. Search Traffic Competitor Average The average search
traffic percentage for this site's competitors. Bounce rate Percentage of visits to the site that
consist of a single pageview. Bounce rate Competitor Average The average bounce rate for this
site's competitors. This site. No Data. Competitor Average The average search traffic
percentage for this site's competitors. Competitor Average The average bounce rate for this

site's competitors. Top Keywords by traffic Top Keywords by Traffic Top organic keywords that
are driving traffic to this site. Try searching for a popular competing website. Similar Sites by
Audience Overlap Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Sites that share the same visitors and
search keywords with this site, sorted by most overlap to least overlap. How to use similar
sites. Similar Sites by Audience Overlap Sites that share the same visitors and search keywords
with this site, sorted by most overlap to least overlap. Similar sites. Alexa Rank. Daily Time on
Site Average time in minutes and seconds that a visitor spends on this site each day. Drive
More Traffic Improve results from search and content marketing. Keyword Gaps This site is not
gaining any traffic from these keywords. Avg Traffic to Competitors An estimate of the traffic
that competitors are getting for this keyword. Search Popularity An estimate of how frequently
this keyword is searched across all search engines. Keywords driving traffic to competitors, but
not to this site Keyword Gaps This site is not gaining any traffic from these keywords. Traffic to
Competitors Avg Traffic to Competitors An estimate of the traffic that competitors are getting
for this keyword. Search Popularity Search Popularity An estimate of how frequently this
keyword is searched across all search engines. Traffic to Competitors. Start free trial for all
Keywords. Easy-to-Rank Keywords. Easy-to-Rank Keywords This site does not rank for these
popular keywords, but they could if they wanted to. Relevance to this Site An estimate of how
relevant a keyword is to this site. Popular keywords within this site's competitive power
Easy-to-Rank Keywords This site does not rank for these popular keywords, but they could if
they wanted to. Relevance to this site Relevance to this Site An estimate of how relevant a
keyword is to this site. Buyer Keywords. Buyer Keywords These keywords include certain
phrases commonly associated with purchases. Organic Competition An estimate of how
difficult it is to rank highly for this keyword in organic search. Keywords that show a high
purchase intent Buyer Keywords These keywords include certain phrases commonly
associated with purchases. Organic Competition Organic Competition An estimate of how
difficult it is to rank highly for this keyword in organic search. Optimization Opportunities.
Optimization Opportunities Growing traffic for these popular keywords may be easier than
trying to rank for brand new keywords. Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches
for this keyword that sent traffic to this website. Very popular keywords already driving some
traffic to this site. Organic Share of Voice Organic Share of Voice The percentage of all searches
for this keyword that sent traffic to this website. How to Analyze Competitor Keywords A
competitor keyword analysis is a great way to find the best keyword opportunities, and solidify
your content marketing and SEO strategy. Outperform the Competition Benchmark and track
your performance relative to your competitors. Percentage overall site traffic from each
channel. Start free trial for all sources. Referral Sites. Sites by Referrals Ordered by how many
other websites link to them, which can be used to evaluate a site's reputation on the internet.
About Sites Linking In. Sites by how many other sites drive traffic to them Sites by Referrals
Ordered by how many other websites link to them, which can be used to evaluate a site's
reputation on the internet. Start free trial for all Referral Sites. Top Keywords. No Results Try
searching for a popular competing website, and look at their top keywords for a point of
comparison. Try Checking a Competing Website. Audience Overlap Similar sites that share the
same visitors and search keywords with this site. Alexa Rank A relative level of audience
overlap between this site and similar sites. Similar Sites to This Site. Alexa Rank Alexa Rank An
estimate of this site's popularity. Start free trial for all Similar Sites. Traffic and Performance
Measure your site's popularity with Alexa's traffic analysis tools. Alexa Rank Estimate
Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users
throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. About estimated
metrics. Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions of web users
throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. No Results If this is your
website, sign up and get certified to get direct measurements of your site's traffic. Audience
Geography Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions
of web users throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases. No Results
Try searching for a popular competing website instead, and then look at their traffic statistics.
Site Metrics Estimate Estimated Metrics Estimates are based on traffic patterns across millions
of web users throughout the world, and use data normalization to correct for biases.
Engagement Past 90 Days. Calculating Sites Linking In. Total Sites Linking In Sites that link to
this site, recalculated weekly. Start free trial for all Sites Linking In. Recurring Site Audits give
you an action plan to keep your site fully optimized for search. Audience Analysis Tools identify
the sites and topics your audience cares about most. Backlink Analysis Tools identify link
building and partnership opportunities to help grow your authority and traffic. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main

content. FREE delivery: March 3 - 8. In stock. Usually ships within 4 to 5 days. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Auto Accessory Depot. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts
on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after
manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Visit the Sonnax Store. This
fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Auto
Accessory Depot. Ships from and sold by AutoMaxx. Ships from and sold by TruTrans.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What
other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Motorcraft FT Filter Assy. See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Quality materials from a trusted name in after market transmission parts. The
kit is packaged well to protect the soft and hard parts. I took away a star due to the lack of
details in the instructions and I wish Sonnax would have packaged the piece parts into section
by assembly as per the instructions. It was especially confusing to know which o-ring was
correct for the proper piece part. Otherwise, the instructions had decent pictures, but lacked
precise detail. One person found this helpful. This kit is more for when doing a rebuild and not a
in frame valve body only drop. Could only use about 3 of the fixes but did fix my OD weak hold.
Just wish I would've done more research on what I needed before spending twice the money for
parts I couldn't use. The Sure Cure kit was great! Great instructions and nice idea to fix issues
that could happen!! See all reviews. Pages with related products. Se
2003 cadillac cts repair manual pdf
2004 chevy tahoe tail lights
night vision assist
e and discover other items: 4r70w transmission , aode transmission parts , valve body
transmission , ford truck valve cover , boost control valves. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

